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From Our Users
One of the easiest tools I’ve found for making maps, 
flowcharts, and general diagrams. It allows us to 
seamlessly collaborate so anyone on our team can 
add, edit, and manipulate a diagram.”  
– Laura B., Financial Advisor

Gliffy is cloud-based, which allows me to use it 
across my multiple platforms. There are plenty of 
templates to choose from. I primarily use the net-
work and process flowchart. It’s very intuitive and 
the learning curve is low.”  
– Kurt L., Financial Planning Specialist 
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Questions About Our  
Atlassian Apps & Pricing?

Reach out to Andy at abryl@perforce.com

Cross-Functional  
Collaboration

Visuals make it easy to communicate technical ideas to 
stakeholders of all backgrounds and expertise levels so 
you can focus on building and delivering high-quality 
financial services faster. Gliffy’s unique layer linking  
feature gives you the ability to create diagrams with  
interactive layers that can toggle on and off in the  
diagram viewer so every stakeholder gets the right 
amount of context.

Work Where Your  
Team Works

Stop switching tools and using connectors, and start 
saving time by diagramming directly in Confluence. 
With Gliffy, it’s easy to add links to other Confluence 
pages, Jira issues, or external resources within your 
diagrams, and even upload CSV files directly to Gliffy 
to drag and drop data points into your diagram.

Visualize Complex  
Structures & Processes 

Your customers’ complex challenges require equally 
complex solutions. Visualize every system and workflow 
with Gliffy’s ability to make business process models, 
network diagrams, entity-relationship diagrams, cloud 
architecture diagrams, and more.

Start your free 30-day evaluation of Gliffy Diagrams 
for Confluence on the Atlassian Marketplace.

Here’s what you can do 
with Gliffy to manage any 
workflow and keep your 
team on track.
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